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A little about myself

● Doctor of Audiology - Alumni University of Florida

● Board certified in Audiology and Tinnitus management
● Treblehealth.com - Telehealth company specializing in tinnitus management 

and hearing.
● 18 + years of experience in Audiology with children and Adults



What is it like to live with hearing loss?

Normal hearing compared to visual impairment compared to hearing loss



Support is needed from loved ones

Need to face your partner

Get there attention

Rephrase



Louder is not always better

Talking louder can sometimes distort the sound and even hurt the ears.



How can a loved one help you?

● They should come with you to hearing specialist appointments
● Get your attention first - you may have to find them in another room
● They should face you directly
● Remember “what” and “huh” are a habit. Give some time for the brain to 

process the information.
● Speak slowly and clearly - No shouting please (this can make it worse)
● Try using different words and rephrase what you have said
● Relocate to a quieter place
● Keep a notebook to use if you have to
● Be patient - Remember your loved one is NOT ignoring you.



How can the hearing impaired help a loved one

● Get your partner involved in your hearing care
● Educate that hearing aids can help, but you still may need more help.
● If you heard your partner say something and they are in another room, go find 

them.
● If you hear part of what was said, repeat back what you heard so they know 

what you missed.
● If you heard something but couldn’t make it out, let them know that so they 

don’t think you are ignoring them.



Communication takes two people

Communication takes two people

One person can not do all the work

Both parties have to practice

Both parties have to be involved

Both parties have to have patience



Auditory Rehabilitation = more help

● Help people adjust to a family member's hearing loss, including providing 
communication tips and counseling.

● Assist people with hearing loss in interpreting visual cues and improve lip 
reading skills.

● Provide people with tips for handling challenging conversations.
● Educate someone with hearing loss on his or her legal rights to 

accommodations in the workplace and in academic environments.
● Help people learn how to listen again with cochlear implants and hearing aids.



How Technology can help

● Hearing aids can help - but don’t make 100%
● Accessories can help - partner microphones
● Using smartphones - Hi There Solutions App that allows for real time captions 

and speech to text.  (pick the one with the blue hand waving)
●



Talk it out and practice

● Talk about your feelings. Its okay to be frustrated but you need to talk about it.
● Remember a lot of things are from years of habits and habits are hard to 

break
● Practice, practice, practice the communication skills


